Deluxe Jewelry Studio
Heart
Topper

1 Jewelry Tree with Glitter Dome
1 Bottle with Brush
6 Nylon Cords
1 Glaze Pot
1 Bag of Glitter
2 Safety Clasps
98 Charm Pieces
30 Jump Rings
Please remove everything from the package and compare
to the contents list. If items are missing, please contact
Customer Service: 1-800-CRAYONS (US & Canada).
Keep these instructions for future reference as they
contain important information.
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Protect play surfaces before use
Make sure hands are dry before use
Wash hands with soap and water after play
Keep charm pieces from being exposed to high humidity or water while storing
Drain, rinse, clean and dry all items thoroughly before storing

ASSEMBLING THE CHARMINIS™ JEWLERY TREE
STEP 1: Insert the Bottom Center
Piece into the Base and then
align and snap Top Center Piece.

STEP 2: Add Arms to Center Piece.
Ensure the hooks are facing down.
Larger Arms snap into peg holes
along Bottom Center Piece. Small
Arms snap into peg holes along
Top Center Piece.

STEP 3: Align bottom of Heart
Topper with opening on top of
Center Piece. Snap together to
secure into place.

STEP 4: Carefully slide and
snap Glitter Dome into Base,
then add Dome Button.

STEP 5: Open and remove charm pieces from bags and place in Base. Keep the bags to store un-used pieces for future use.
Place Glaze Pot in small circular space on Base. Fill Water Bottle with room temperature water and close with brush cap.
Set Water Bottle on Base next to Glaze Pot. See fully assembled Jewelry Tree Stand above.

CREATING YOUR CHARM
STEP 1: When handling charm pieces
make sure your hands are dry. Select
the pieces you want to use to build
your charm. Using the water bottle
and brush, apply a small amount of
water to the area you want to add a
piece. Hold pieces together for approximately 30 seconds and watch them
magically fuse!

STEP 2: Repeat step 1 for stacking and
fusing pieces together to complete your
charm.
TIP: For best adhesion strength between
two charm pieces, make sure to add water
and connect on the largest surface area
on each charm piece.

TIP: Create
unique combinations of
stacked pieces
or refer to the
package for
design ideas.

STEP 3: To finish building your charm, add
the jump ring by applying a small amount
of water to the ring and hold it against
the charm for approximately 30 seconds.
Next, hang your charm on a hook of the
Jewelry Tree and allow charm to dry for
approximately 20 minutes. The charm is
dry when it is no longer sticky to the
touch.
Adhere
flat side of
jump ring
to charm.

GLAZE & GLITTERIZE YOUR CHARM
STEP 1: Glazing your Charm: Open the
Glaze Pot. Remove a dry charm from
the Jewelry Tree and hold it by the
jump ring. Brush glaze on ALL sides of
charm. If you want to add glitter, see
next step. For best results apply glitter
when charm is still wet.

STEP 2: Remove the Glitter Dome
button. Add a small amount of glitter
dust onto the top of the Glitter Dome
and replace button. Open Glitter Dome
and place your damp, glazed charm
onto the slotted plate on the base and
close dome. Gently push the button a
few time to give your charm a dusting
of glitter.

Remove your charm from the dome
and use brush to gently mix the layer
of glaze and glitter together. This
will create a protective seal and
prevent extra glitter from falling off
later.
STEP 3: Hang your charm from a hook
on the Jewelry Tree and allow
approximately 25 minutes to dry.

TIP: Extra glitter
will collect in
the tray so you
can use it again.
Simply pour it
back into the
top of the dome.

KEEP CHARMS AWAY FROM WATER.
STEP 1: Cut a piece of the Cord to the
desired length and tie a knot on one
end. Next, using the un-knotted end,
thread the cord through one side of
the Safety Clasp and pull until the
knot you created is hidden inside the
clasp piece.

STEP 2: Once you have added your
charms onto the cord, thread and knot
the second half of the Safety Clasp on
the cord to complete your necklace.
Make sure the clasp “snaps” together
for secure closure. Now you are ready
to wear your Charminis™ necklace!

TIPS
Be creative! Braid or loom the cord before
adding any charm pieces.
Add as many charms as you desire by
lacing the cord through the jump rings of
your charms.
To make a bracelet, follow the same steps
as making a necklace, but use a shorter
piece of cord. Use a clasp or simply tie a
knot.
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CONFORMS TO THE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS OF ASTM F963 & F2923.
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GLAZE AND GLITTER CONFORMS TO ASTM D4236.
Keep this information. Colors and decorations may vary.
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